
Act one. 
 
Curtains open. The stage is empty.  
 
Saturday morning after a late Friday night with an interesting turn. Twitter 
Facebook and Instagram have agreed to meet this morning to talk about their 
discovery of the night before.  
 
Twitter enters the stage from the left. It starts walking from the one side of the 
stage to the other side of the stage, not sure what to do with it’s body and how to 
move, taking quick short steps.  
 
Twitter:  
(mumbling, hard to understand what it is saying) 
Oh no, no, what if it finds out? ……  
(pause)  
I still can’t believe it.  
 
Facebook and Instagram enter the stage from the right side. Twitter is just 
walking to the left side of the stage, so it does not see them.  
 
Facebook:  
Hey Twitter.  
 
Twitter looks up, shocked and stops walking and mumbling. It is still moving its 
hands nervously around its legs.  
 
Twitter:  
(with shaking voice) 
Oh hey Facebook,  
(nervous laugh) 
 hey Instagram.  
 
Instagram:  
Did we scare you? You look like you just saw a ghóst.  
 
Twitter laughs nervously again, and finally manages to keep its hands calm.  
 
Twitter:   
Yes, sorry, I was thinking about last night. How could The host do this to us?  
 
Instagram:  
Yes I had the same, could not sleep the whóle night, and still I can not believe 
it.  



 
Facebook:  
Yes. I was definitely not expecting this from the host.  
 
Instagram:  
(moves closer to Facebook and twitter) 
Do you think we should tell the others?  
 
Facebook:  
(defensive but excited) 
No, just imagine what we can do with all this footage! Some of us did some 
stupid things last night in their drunk state. 
 
Twitter rolls with its eyes and sights deeply. Facebook gives it an angry stare.  
 
Twitter:  
Typically Facebook, only thinking about itself and how to benefit from 
others. We should tell them the truth! 
 
Facebook raises its eyebrows and looks disgustingly at twitter. 
 

Facebook:  
Speaking of typical,  
(sarcastically) 
 Twitter trying to be the hero spreading the truth!  

Twitter:  
(raising its voice)  
If someone…. 

Instagram interrupts twitter, twitter stops talking but continues to make some 
angry movements and sounds. 
 

Instagram:  
Okay, okay, calm down.  

Twitter: 
(mumbles)   

Twitter is looking angry at facebook who angry stares back. 

Instagram:  
I’m só done with the two of you fighting all the time, enoúgh!  



Instagram is making some strict hand movements and looks twitter and facebook 
both in the eyes. 

Facebook:  
(pointing at twitter)  
But twi… 

Instagram:  
Enough I said. You can go and argue about this an other time.  

Instagram still looking Facebook and Twitter in the eye. Twitter and Facebook 
both lower their eyes under the stare of Instagram and keep quiet. 

Instagram:  
Now, lets focus on what is actually important. What do we do with the others, 
show we show them the footage we found?  

Facebook:  
And how were you planning to do that? Just invite them all in and happily tell 
them that during the entire night every little movement, sound or gesture 
they made is recorded and analyzed? You will create pure Chaos!  
(shaking its head) 
Next to that, we have not even seen all the footage ourselves. Twitter, did you 
bring it?  

Twitter is nervously turning its upper body around. 

Twitter:  
Yes I brought it, but do you really think it is necessary to watch it all?  

I say we just tell the others, confront the host and destroy it all as quickly as 
possible!  

Twitter starts walking from the one side of the stage to the other. Both Facebook 
and Instagram are following it with their eyes.  

Instagram:  
No matter what we do with the footage we must tell the others! 

Facebook:  
I still don’t agree. Everybody will be so socked and angry, it would take weeks 
for everything to get back to normal! 

Twitter abruptly stops walking and turns to Facebook. Instagram is doing 
something with its hands, but the audience can not really see what exactly.  



Twitter:  
(with and annoyed high pitched voice) 
How could you Facebook, only thinking about yourself! Would you not want 
to know it if someone was spying on you?  

Instagram:  
(lightly, as if it is almost bored) 
Oh well, we have to decide what we do soon, because I just told everyone to 
come here! 

GEEL 16 Instagram looks content and proud of itself, Facebook and Twitter both 
turn around quickly towards Instagram. 

Both Facebook and Twitter:  
WHAT?!? 

Instagram:  
Yes, I do not have the whole day for this, and with you two quarreling all the 
time it will take us ages to make a decision. So I thought lets put some 
pressure to speed the process up.  
(pause)  
Ohhh,  
(laughs sneaky)  
I cán’t wait to see the looks on tinder and grinders faces when they see how 
discústingly open they were flirting last night. Ha ha 

Twitter:  
(scared)   
NO! we can show them! We were discussing this Instagram, you can not just 
make all the decisions yourself!  
 (manically)  
We should not show them!  

Facebook moves closer and looks at it while squeezing it’s eyes. 

Facebook:  
What is on that footage that you are so protective about? You are hiding 
something twitter, I am sure of it. Trust me I will find out the truth! 

Facebook makes itself as big as possible in an attempt to dominate Twitter. 

Twitter:  
(defensive) 
Oh so now the truth does matter to you? 

Twitter raises its eyebrows.  



Instagram: 
(angry) 
Cóme ón! But I must say twitter, I agree with Facebook that we will have to 
show the footage, so if there is something that your hiding 

Instagram quickly looks at Facebook.  

Instagram: Then you better tell us now.  

Twitter starts walking from side to side on the stage again, and mumbles a bit. 
Then turns around, takes a deep breath and looks a Facebook and Instagram. 

Twitter:  
Okay 
(pause) 
There is something on that footage that I do not want all of you to find out.  

Facebook:  
(shouting)  
I knew it!  

Facebook gives an euphoric look at Instagram. 

Instagram:  
(ignores Facebook) 
What is it Twitter? 

Twitter:  
Well as you know Facebook, we do not really have the best relation with each 
other. And recently I have just been extremely frustrated and annoyed by 
your intense lack of respect towards others. 

Twitter looks down to the floor.  

Twitter:  
So I might have said some things to the others about that. 

Facebook:  
(sarcastically while raising an eyebrow) 
Some things? 

Twitter:  
Yes, some stupid things I should have just kept for myself. 
(pause) 
I was just trying to make the others aware of how much you are misusing 
them for your own good. Tell them that interacting with you might not be the 



best things for them, and that maybe they should reconsider your friendship 
and loyalty. I think they should not trust you this much, Facebook.  

Twitter looks Facebook in the eye.  

Facebook:  
So you were trying to make my friends turn their back on me?  

Twitter:  
(Determent)  
Yes indeed. And I am sorry that you have to find about it like this.  

 (Twitter looks at Facebook a defensive but determent way. 

Facebook:  
(defeated)  
I can not believe it… 

Facebook takes a few steps around the stage, Then suddenly its body movements 
change and it turns towards Twitter. Twitter gets a slightly scared look on its face 
and Instagram is nervously looking for the one to the other, trying to see if the 
situation is not getting out of hand. 

Facebook:  
(angry)  
I can not believe it! This is pure backstabbing!  
(pause)  
How could you do that? YOU are the one with a problem with me, why the 
hell did you have to involve all the others in your personal issues?  

Twitter:  
(Angry and defensive)  
I do not really see this as something only related to me Facebook. You are So 
insanely self centered that you do not mind to use the others for your own 
good, and I really think they should finally stand up for themselves to make 
sure that you stop abusing them.  

Facebook:  
ARG, Twitter. That is So childish, trying to ban me out of your lives.  
(Facebook raises its voice even more and comes closer to Twitter)  
You are such a… 

Instagram interrupts Facebook. 

Instagram:  
The others are coming.  



Both Facebook and Twitter look up to the right side of the stage where the others 
are slowly approaching the stage. The audience can not see them yet. 

Facebook:  
(angry but with lower voice) 
I am not ready with you yet Twitter, just wait and see.  

Twitter gives Facebook a last angry stare before changing its face to a calmer 
expression towards the others. Instagram gives each of them a last look before 
putting a half fake smile on its face to greet the others. Facebook, still annoyed 
and angry looks at the floor. 

 

THE END 

TO BE CONTINUED 
  
	  


